Galaxy Clusters and
polarization in the
CMB-S4 era

O(104-105) objects will be detected
Over a large area (40-50%) of the sky.
Small signal overall.
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Issues
• What processes produce polarization
• Polarization in individual clusters versus power spectrum
• Theory work (not an issue…..)
• Science to be extracted
• Limitations: foregrounds, appropriate simulations with all effects
included (e.g. also lensing)
• Simulations: what is available, what we would need
• Final thoughts preparing for the decadal

Processes producing polarization towards clusters’ locations
• Non-moving cluster – Quadrupole
• Moving cluster -- coupling of modes,
possibility to measure transverse velocity.
• Other processes: double scattering,
asymmetries

Figure credit: S. Yasini
Adapted from Yasini&EP 2016

The quadrupole-induced polarization:
-Dominant signal over a large area of the sky
-Areas where subdominant: likely masked bc
of Galaxy
- Largely predictable, spatially correlated on
large scale

Measuring the quadrupole
• SPT ~600sq.deg. (and 600
clusters) gives S/N~1. The
noise-less S/N would be
~27.
• 1muK-arcmin required for a
2-sigma detection,
considering 550 clusters.
• There is a frequency
dependence and a shift in
location for moving clusters

Hall and
Challinor 2014

Yasini and Pierpaoli 2016

Louis et al 2017

Measurement of the local quadrupole
• Quadrupole detection
increases with resolution.
For 6 m mirror S/N=6
• Proposal to calibrate mass-t
relation with clusters’
polarization measurement

Another possible pitch
• High-z clusters allow to probe more directly
large-scale k modes than the local quadrupole.
Potential way to test “anomalies” in the power
spectrum index at large scale (running).

Seto & Pierpaoli 2005

Estimation of the primordial gravitational
potential

Liu et al 2016

• Idea: Are CMB “anomalies” “ real? Let’s check another tracer
(quadrupole)
• Use SZ polarization reconstruction of primordial gravitational
potential
• Use 300 clusters, with perfectly known optical depth, and low noise
level (unspecified resolution)
• Conclude that the reconstruction is very good for CMB quadrupole
and low multiples in general

Improving mean optical depth determination
Meyers et al 2017

• Nick may comment on this. It seems not within CMB-S4 reach

Processes that produce polarization in
clusters and their frequency dependence
Khabibullin et al 2017

Detectability of SZ polarization for individual objects
Mirmelstein et al 2017

• Individual, 1015 Msolar clusters.
• Large velocities (1000km/s)
• Confusion of point sources added

Diffuse signal:
should we
bother?
• Overall expected
amplitude is low
• Likely not useful,
and not bothering
B-modes detection
Shimon et al 2009

Simulations for Polarized SZ clusters
• Ramos et al 2012: From hydro/Nbody simulations, but only few 0.86
deg^2 fields, with high resolution (6”). Only quadrupole and
transverse velocity, single scattering included.
• Amblard & White 2009 (painted DM, but quadrupole signal only)
• Individual clusters (analytical, `a-la Milmerstein)

SO….. It seems to me we don’t have appropriate simulations!
What would we need?
• Both (correlated) peculiar velocities and appropriate background CMB quadrupole
(which depends on location on the sky), with some scatter in the optical depth
• Speed production of maps (to explore cosmological models à semi-analytical
simulations
• Lensing around clusters, point sources and other foregrounds…
• Actual hydro needed? Maybe not given the resolution expected.
• Slightly more sophistication, e.g. asymmetries of clusters modeled somehow

Science case for the decadal:
• Two main “directions”:

• “large scale”/primordial Universe science
• Clusters’ physics science; structure formation (including detection/characterization of
merging events)

• Large scale science: leveraging on Quadrupole measurement at different
redshifts to constrain large-scale power spectrum (largely unexplored)
• Clusters’ physics and structure formation science:

• Calibrating scaling relations using the CMB local quadrupole and SZ polarization
• Improving various kinds of cosmological constraints possible with intensity measurements of
kSZ, but improved by measurements of transverse velocity via polarization. Some examples:
• Pairwise velocity estimator (
• Growth factor measurement via kSZ (e.g. Alonso et al 2016)

• Study of dynamics peculiar objects, like merging clusters
• Study of pressure anisotropies

Some final remarks:
• We do not have too much time before the decadal: we should decide what
directions to pursue
• Perform estimates for actual CMB-S4 characteristics
• Right now, it looks like results on detectability/possible exploitation depend
drastically from the assumptions on noise level and resolution.
• Leverage on frequency dependence to disentangle effects not currently
used/addressed.
• Better tailored filters?

• Develop:

• Simulations

• Which cluster’s simulations: semi-analytic models with painted polarization for spherical
clusters, DM simulations with painted baryons, hydro… (various considerations to be made)
• Add to clusters more realistic “disturbances” (point sources, CMB lensing at cluster’s location)

• Analysis tools
•
•
•
•

Exploitation of B modes in cluster’s direction (Louis’ paper proposal)
Exploring the “non-correlated” part of the high-z quadrupole
Using polarization to improve velocity measurements (pairwise and power spectra)
….. Your favorite

